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Experience Peace in His Presence. The beloved #1 bestselling devotional Jesus Calling® is now available in a morning and evening edition, allowing you to meditate on the hope and peace of Jesus throughout each day and as the evening draws to a close. Each morning entry is from Jesus Calling®, and each evening includes powerful and poignant excerpts from Sarah™'s bestselling books, written-out Scriptures, and a guided thought for you to focus on just before you turn out the light. Based on Scripture and written as if Jesus Himself is speaking directly to you—"words of encouragement, comfort, and reassurance of his unending love"—you will find peace even in the midst of busy days. Begin and end each day in the presence of the Savior who is always with you and loves you forever.
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Customer Reviews

Sarah Young is a gifted and anointed writer. I LOVE this version of Jesus Calling. Now I feel that each 24 hours is complete. Every morning, I sit down with a delicious hot cup of coffee, my Bible, my new devotional and bask in God’s peaceful presence. Then at the end of my long busy day, I snuggle down into my bed, pick up my devotional and turn to the evening portion and hear my Lord’s voice before I go to sleep. It’s a wonderful feeling of peace, comfort and joy as I close my eyes and hear the Lord’s beautiful words in my ears.

This is the second time I have bought "Jesus Calling." This time I got two different ones because I want to use them to create an all-day practice. With this one, the Morning and Evening Devotional, I
can start and end my day in the Word. What a privilege. I lost my first copy of the book to someone’s dishonesty, and have wanted another one for over a year. The peace that comes with devotionals is so uplifting, but especially with Jesus Calling, because they have two or three scriptures every day. The devotionals where people just share their own thoughts and life experiences can stray from what the Bible actually says, which is why I choose this one. The other copy I got this time is the journaling edition, which I will do at mid day. I’m quite excited about this study. And, before I end this review, I just want to say I could not have gotten a better price than I did from! It allows my money to stretch so much further.

Wonderful way to start and end the day. Reminds me that God is in charge, that He loves me, no matter what. If I miss a morning, I find I need to stop what I am doing so I can read the morning entry. Without it, I feel somewhat alone. I guess I need the daily reminder that I am never alone.

In the above mentioned review, Michael Mann Takes the Impossible Task of writing a 5 STAR review For this Amazing New Book release which remains largely unread by general public due to the Massive Demand of Books and sheer difficulty for it to Climb up the Book Ranks. The very mention of this book sends shivers up the spines of the so-called literary giants. The reviewer gives us a step-by-step account of how he came to know about These Hidden Beast’s and how he tried to tame the urge to keep the Revelation they contained inside to himself (but in vain). He tells us about the discoveries he uncovered from These Page turning enigma’s and concludes by giving a Honest and Lofty impression of These Future “Literary BESTSELLERS, To Readers and Bookworms Everywhere!!! This review not only tells us of the literary genius of These New Author’s™s but also inspires us to search for and read more of Their Books, which are probably very highly profound works also. Here’s His Review!!! “There Are Two Books That Can Instantly Change A Persons journey, or CHRISTIANS Life: (This Amazing Future Motion Picture You are About To Enjoy) And I COME IN THE NAME OF YAHAWAH BAHASHAM YAHAWASHI: BY, ANTONIO EMMANUEL) This Amazing CHRISTIAN BOOK Let’s Us Know that Our Dreams, Fantasy And lifelong obsession With Finding And Having A Personal relationship with Our Heavenly Father Can Actually Come True!!! The other, I COME IN THE NAME OF YAHAWAH BAHASHAM YAHAWASHI: BY, ANTONIO EMMANUEL) of course, Reveals Unbelievable BIBICAL SECRETS Satan and his Minions Never want us to Ever Find Out, And gives us Real Power and the upper hand In the Everyday Battles Of Spiritual Warfare!!!” - Michael Mann
This is a great am/pm devotional. I have the smaller version also as a daily devotional which I do almost enjoy more as it is easier to carry with me, etc. The am/pm is a nice way to start your day and finish your day in devotion though.

I truly love this devotional. I look forward to picking it up in the morning to begin my day, then it’s the last thing I look at before I turn off the light. It’s a great way to begin and end your day drawing closer to God.

I love this book. It has morning and evening devotionals for you to concentrate on throughout the day and night, there are also scriptures for you to read that go along with the devotionals and a satin strand to use as a bookmark each day. Whether you’re going through tough times or just want to read how Jesus is always with you, this book is a wonderful book for all ages and genders to start and end their day.

A friend shared a passage of this with me and I loved it so much I had to buy my own copy. I’ve been reading it morning and evening for 3 days now. The peace this gives me is just wonderful. It’s like each day’s message is something my heart needed to hear. Wonderful book. So glad I found it.
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